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Summary
The film describes how traditions and modernity struggle in today’s Egypt – and how a
society is looking for its heroes, in the past and in the present.
80-year-old Sayyed el-Dawwy is the last living interpreter of the Sira, the most significant
Arabian epic poem. He is the only one who knows by heart its 5 million verses. And only he
keeps the stories about the people of the crescent moon alive. Now, he wants to pass the
knowledge of the Sira down on to his grandson Ramadan, just as it has been passed down by
word of mouth for generations.
SIRA – SONGS OF THE CRESCENT MOON follows them touring Egypt for their concerts. And
while Sayyed wants to teach the Sira to his grandson the way he knows and loves it,
Ramadan is more interested in modern interpretations of the Sira, influenced by Pop music
and soap operas.
In the struggle of generations over the meaning of the Sira, the picture emerges of a world
caught between tradition and modernity. A world in search for its respective heroes – in the
past as well as in the present.

The Sira
UNESCO has declared the Sira an Intangible Cultural Heritage (ICH). In doing so, it has not
only acknowledged the cultural importance of the Sira but it has also confirmed that the epic
and its traditions are of great significance far beyond the boundaries of Egypt and the
Arabian world. After long preparations, the UNESCO has granted its patronage of this project
with the explanation: «Finally, the ‚Hilali epic’ is still considered to be the most important
epic in the Arabian world - the only epic still performed in its integral musical form - even
though it has disappeared from everywhere except Egypt. By presenting an important
tradition of the Arabian cultural history, this documentary contributes to promoting
intercultural understanding and international cultural cooperation».

The protagonists
Sayyed el-Dawwy
80 years old, lives in avillage near Qus, Southern Egypt, is a Sira interpreter, the last of those
who are capable of performing the entire Sira. That is around five million verses: these make
up his whole vocabulary and his entire knowledge. Until the day of today, el-Dawwy has not
learned to read or write. He has dedicated his whole life to the Sira and as Sira interpreter
he has internalized the rhyme form so completely that he can improvise the stories. ElDawwy earns his living with the fees he receives for his performances. He appears mainly in
the area where he lives. Several times a year he is invited to Cairo or other Arabian countries
to perform concerts.
Today he is passing along the family tradition of Sira narration to his grandson.
Ramadan el-Dawwy
Is 27 years old is the grandson of Sayyed el-Dawwy and prospective Sira interpreter. He lives
with his wife and his son in the house of his grandfather. A few years ago, his grandfather
began to teach him the Sira. He is still quite a way from being able to interpret the Sira
poetically on his own. From time to time he does perform some of the stories for a close
circle of friends. And although his Sira performances are greeted with enthusiasm, at times
Ramadan thinks about whether or not he should just play songs at weddings, with which he
can earn good money. Sometimes he feels that the responsibility of carrying on the family
tradition is a heavy burden. He wonders if narrating the epic in this traditional manner is
really appropriate for modern times.
Abdel Rahman el-Abnoudy is a well-known poet and has been researching the Sira for 40
years, organizes traditional Sira performances during the month of Ramadan and considers
himself to be a cultural mediator.
Yousry el-Gunidi, scriptwriter and director became well known through his trivial soap opera
about the Sira stories.
Mohammad Hozayn, politician and landowner in Esna, the south of Egypt, organizes Sira
performances in his native city.
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Motivation
At the beginning we were simply enthusiastic about the traditional Sira music
performances in which a Sira interpreter or singer performed the old epic in poetry
form, accompanied by singers or musicians. The song is haunting and strikingly
beautiful. The power of the poetry as presented captivates everyone, even those who
do not understand the words.
The stories of the Sira, which have been passed down by word of mouth for
generations, describe the adventures of the desert people of Bani Hilal, and his darkskinned hero Abu Zayd. In the eleventh century they moved from the Arabian
Peninsula to Egypt and North Africa. Their migration has its historical references in the
spread of Islam in the mentioned areas. However, in the stories of the Sira a lot was
added and dramatized. This «historical folk poetry» even includes contemporary
topics. And until today the stories of the Sira are constantly changed in reference to
present times.
As time passed, however, we began to be more interested in the qualities and function
of the hero Abu Zaid. The many comparisons that are made between Abu Zaid and
persons living in more modern times led us to the question: what is it that makes
someone a hero today and who, exactly, are those heroes. This question became even
more relevant after the unexpected revolution in Egypt.
The original tradition of reciting the Sira is going to disappear. The competition of
modern forms of entertainment is too hudge. But paradoxically the popular culture,
which interprets the epic in a multitude of facets, seems to be a motor ensuring the
continued existence of the Sira. And helps to present the Sira to a young audience.
80-year-old Sayyed el-Dawwy is the last living interpreter of the Sira. He is the only
one who knows by heart its 5 million verses. Now, he wants to pass the Sira down on
to his grandson Ramadan. But Ramadan struggles with his fate and the burden that he
has to carry with this ancient tradition. In these two generations is reflected the
preservation of the old and the awakening of something new.
We were very pleased that we gained the confidence of Sayyed el Dawwys and his
grandson and that we could awake their enthusiasm for this documentary.
With SIRA - SONGS OF THE CRESCENT MOON we not only want to present the
disappearing tradition of the Sira performance and set el-Dawwy a monument but also
to confront the epic with modern times and open up a discussion about heroes. We
find interest in how traditional values contrast demands of a modern society - an
antagonism represented by Sayyed el-Dawwy and Ramadan.
Sandra Gysi & Ahmed Abdel Mohsen
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Germanistics at the University of Zurich, obtaining a Master’s degree, with a thesis written
about various popular artists in Cairo (1997). Regular sojourns in Egypt, study of the
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(documentary)
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Ahmed Abdel Mohsen
Born 1974 in Aswan, Egypt. Study of Media Sciences and Journalism at the Faculty of Art,
South Valley University in Egypt, finishing with a thesis about the Function of Political
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Manager for Midwest Airlines (until 2001).
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